PUBLIC SPEAKING MASTERY
FOR TEENAGERS
Who wrote the book on public speaking? Dale Carnegie! He
perfected the technique that turns people like us, with the usual
public speaking fears and phobia, into polished professionals who
get their ideas across with poise and enthusiasm.
Tap into these techniques and achieve amazing results with Public
Speaking Mastery for Teenagers, a seminar designed specifically
for teenagers with little or no public speaking experience.
Start with the basics. Get to know your audience, organize ideas
and create your outline. Move very quickly into actually delivering
talks—you will be on your feet and presenting like a professional
in no time at all! Use sophisticated techniques like voice
modulation, attention focusing and idea pyramids for creating
impact and audience persuasion.

Participants will learn how to:












Research and understand your
audience
Organize your speech
Know what not to include
Hold attention
Speak with confidence and clarity
Use your own enthusiasm to put the
audience on your side
Use visual aids to perfect your
timing
Create emphasis with your voice
Use gestures for impact
Handle Q&A sessions
Manage hostile and uncooperative
audience members
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Public Speaking Mastery for Teenagers classes are kept small,
guaranteeing individualized attention, personal direction and
advice about your own presentation style. All presentations are
videotaped, so you can actually watch your progression from
novice to pro.
Take the step from nervous novice afraid to speak to savvy pro
eager to address.
Register today for Public Speaking Mastery for Teenagers.
WHO SHOULD ATTEND
Teenagers who would like to improve their public speaking
experience and understand that public speaking ability is a key
ingredient of success.
CREDITS
Continuing Education Units: 1.4
FORMAT
Two Day Seminar
Investment $398.00

